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º Filling and related machines for bottles

º Filling and packing machines for flexible laminates

º End of Line packaging machines & conveyors

º Shrink packaging machines & polyolefin shrink films

º Turnkey packaging lines

Optimal packaging solutions for your ideas

This communication offers you insights into our ‘360 degree approach to packaging solutions’, with each 

solution being distinct to your specific needs.



Unscrambler 

Filler & Capper  

Labeller 

From standalone machines to line integration. 

We can fill liquids in a wide viscosity range. Our Net Weight fillers handle the products gently and hygienically. 
High precision of filling ensures low give-away for our customers resulting in faster ROI. 

We also supply Bottle feeding equipment (unscramblers or depalletizers) and Labelling equipment to 
decorate and label the bottles.

Filling and related machines for bottles



Horizontal Form Fill Seal machines

Stick pack machines

Flow wrapping machines 

Thermoforming and Tray Sealing machines 

Overwrapping Machines

From simple packaging to innovative solutions.

Flexible Packaging can offer solutions from simple to innovative packages involving different shapes and 
functionality. Be it Sachets, Stand up pouch (doypack), Stick pack or Pillow Bags we have the right machines 
to choose from. We can fill powders, granules, low and high viscosity liquids thanks to variety of dosing 
solutions such as volumetric cup, augur filler, multi head weigher, piston filler, flow meter and others.

For cosmetic or other reasons some products need to be overwrapped with BOPP films and we offer world 
leading machines to service this need.

Filling and packing machines for flexible 
laminates

* 

* Exclusive distributor in India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.



Case Packer for RSC cases

Case Packer for Wrap Around cases 

Case Erector, Case Sealer 

Shrink Wrap (Film only, Pad + Film, Tray + Film)

Case Palletizer 

Conveyor Bottles / Cases  

End of Line packaging machines and 
conveyors

Cost effective and highly reliable end of line automation 

Automation of end of line packaging process while desirable is often compromised due to challenges of 
ROI.  Being cost effective and highly reliable at the same time, our end of line automation machines help to 
resolve this dilemma for our customers. Ask for our representative to discuss your needs today and allow us 
to help you meet your automation objectives. 



Semi Automatic Shrink Wrapper

Automatic L Sealer

Hi-speed Shrink Wrapper 

Shrink Tunnels

Polyolefin Shrink Film

Shrink packaging machines and polyolefin 
shrink films

From multiple applications to capacities.

With our full range of shrink wrapping machines and high performance Polyolefin shrink film, we can shrink 
wrap products for many different industries such as Food (fresh and processed), Seafood, Personal Care, 
Cosmetics, Home Care, Printing & Stationery, Gifts, Toys, Software, Multimedia, Pharmaceuticals and many 
more.



Turnkey packaging lines

Understanding Project Specifications

Line Layout Design

Electrical and Mechanical Integration

Equipment Supply 

From concept to commissioning.

We have proven capabilities to provide our customers with turnkey packaging solutions. Our team of project 
managers and engineers undertake all activities starting from understanding your stated and unstated 
needs,  proposing suitable technical solutions, line layouts, electrical and mechanical integration of various 
machines, listing down complete scope of supply including utilities, project timelines, factory acceptance 
tests, installation-commissioning, training and handover of the agreed supply.
 
Our aim is to execute projects with as optimal cost as possible to enhance ROI for our customers

Factory Acceptance Tests

Installation and Commissioning

Training and Documentation

Complete Project Management and 
Execution



After sales support, Spares and Service

After sales support is something that differentiates us from other companies in this field. This is biggest 
value we add to the machines we supply. With our several oflces in Asia and Middle East and team of 
trained service engineers in these locations, we aim to keep high ‘up-time’ for the machines we supply. 

Our team of engineers test machines before dispatch , install and commission machines as per acceptance 
parameters and train customers staff to complete new machine supply. 

Documentation in local language,  proactive preventive maintenance visits, AMCs, re-training are services 
we provide to ensure that your machines are always in good condition and production-ready. 

We continually invest in training our service engineers so that they are able to deliver under tight time 
constraints.  








